
Policy and Advocacy FAQs
Updated 3.28.21

The following questions and answers provide additional information regarding Policy Alignment
in the Rocky Mountain Partnership. In the spirit of continuous improvement, this is a
working document, and as additional questions are lifted it will be updated.
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This sounds youth-focused. How will this help the Partnership achieve its targets if we’re
focused on all ages? 5

How It Works

The Policy Priorities

How were the policy priorities determined?

These policy priorities were developed as a starting point for the Partnership’s work around
policy and legislative work. They are focused on postsecondary credential attainment because
that’s what RMP leaders determined should be the network’s first established global target, but
they also capture the needed wraparound supports for increasing attainment. The priorities
were developed using research and best practices from the following sources:

● 2020 Colorado Talent Pipeline Report, TalentFOUND
● StriveTogether
● Lumina Foundation
● Brookings Institute
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● Bell Policy Center
● Urban Institute
● Pew Research Center
● Report on Educational Equity, Colorado Equity Champion’s Coalition

These policy priorities sound education focused? Where does my work fit in?
The network is continuing to identify additional policy priorities that impact credential attainment
across all domains - beyond the education system. However, the priorities also capture needed
wraparound supports to increase postsecondary credential attainment.

Where is the money coming from in order for these policy priorities to happen?

● The Policy and Legislative Advisory Network is building relationships with the legislative
delegation to influence conversations around state funding

● We continue to analyze where resource and political alignment exists to maximize
potential for success

● Partners are working within their own entities to strategize alignment with priorities,
which can include funding

Taking a Stand on Policy Priorities or Legislation

How will the network decide when to take action on legislation?

We use the knowledge and expertise of the PLAN Co-Champions and Chair to determine what
introduced legislation needs to be monitored at the very least by the Partnership. From there,
the full Policy & Legislative Advisory Network determines whether they’d like to recommend the
Partnership move from monitoring to taking a stance on any individual bills. Those
recommendations go to the Partnership Accountability Network for a final decision, at which
time the Backbone will support the network to take action on those policies in the form of
testimony, legislator conversations, and creating letters of support or opposition.

If the network is supporting a policy priority or legislation, does that mean my
organization also has to support it?

Nope! Organizations within the network will always be given the opportunity to opt out of being
listed as a supporter for a policy priority or legislation.

● Organizations who choose to express their support will be listed as a supporter on
any communications materials that may be seen by the public or policymakers, such as
the network’s website, social media, overview documents, etc.

○ The Backbone Team will check with you before sharing out any communications
materials.

● Organizations who choose not to express support will not be listed on any
communications materials for the specific policy priority or legislation.
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Can I be listed as a supporter for a policy priority or legislation as a community member,
not affiliated with an organization?

Yes! Please connect directly Kayah Swanson (kayahswanson@rmpbackbone.org) to be listed
as a community member who supports the policy priority or legislation.

Do I / does my organization have to support the policy priorities or specific legislation of
the network in order to be part of the Rocky Mountain Partnership?

No. Organizations are not required to adopt the network’s policy priorities or positions on
legislation in order to be part of the network.

Can I / my organization choose to, by default, be listed a supporter unless we say
otherwise?

Yes. You can always decide later to opt out of being listed as a supporter for specific policy
priorities or legislation.

Can  I / my organization choose to, by default, not be listed as a supporter unless we say
otherwise?

Yes. You can always decide later to opt in to being listed as a supporter for specific policy
priorities or legislation.

After I / my organization decides to be listed as a supporter, what happens next?

● You / your organization will be listed as a supporter on the network’s website, social
media, overview documents, and other communication materials.

● Network leaders will connect with relevant policymakers about the policy priority or
legislation, including sharing information with them about who supports it.

Will I / my organization be contacted directly by policymakers if I / we are listed as a
supporter?

No. The only time we will work directly with policymakers is if we’ve determined the Partnership
will take a position on legislation, at which time the Backbone team will seek out meetings with
lawmakers and identify RMP Partners to provide testimony, if needed.

Taking Action on Policy Priorities and Legislation

How can I / my organization get involved in behind the scenes to help monitor and
identify opportunities for action around emerging policy and legislation?

Join the Policy and Legislative Advisory Network (PLAN)! This is where we lift policy priorities
from organizations around the table, determine where further monitoring is needed, and decide
how the Partnership will take action when necessary.
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How can I / my organization take action on the policy priorities or legislation?

● Testifying
● Meeting with Policymakers
● Providing Education and Awareness to Your Network
● Submitting Letters of Support or Opposition
● Training others on how to take action

Rocky Mountain Partnership’s Backbone Team can help you build capacity around each of
these actions, with the support of the PLAN Co-Champions and Chair. Please reach out to
Kayah Swanson at kayahswanson@rmpbackbone.org if you are interested in learning more.

SPARCY Pilot (Shifting Public Accountability and Resources to Center
Youth)

How is SPARCY different from the work of Rocky Mountain Partnership’s Funding
Alignment Network?

● RMP’s Funding Alignment Network will be a convening of philanthropic organizations
considering the allocation of private dollars to achieve outcomes

● The SPARCY work is solely focused on public dollars

How will we use the information gleaned from this technical assistance?

● The strategic financing plan and youth impact assessments will be used to develop plans
to close identified funding gaps

● May include ballot initiatives, public advocacy, or something else depending on what’s
learned

This sounds youth-focused. How will this help the Partnership achieve its targets if we’re
focused on all ages?

● This is YOUR pilot as the Rocky Mountain Partnership, and you have full control over the
targets and goals set in alignment with this work!

● The Backbone Team has communicated our expanded mission and vision focusing on
all community members to the SPARCY team and work will be adjusted accordingly
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